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A family 9 of k-subsets of an n-set such that no more than r have pairwise 
fewer than s elements in common is maximum (for sufficiently large n) only if 
g consists of all the k-sets containing at least one of r fixed disjoint s-subsets. 
A family W= {A, ,..., &} of subsets of a set T has property P(r, s), 
r, s, > 1, if no more than r of the At have pairwise fewer than s in common. 
a is said to bejixed by a family of subsets S, ,. . ., S1 of T if each Al contains 
at least one of the Sj . The following theorem generalizes the theorem of 
Erdiis, Ko, and Rado [l]. Kleitman [2] also generalizes this theorem in a 
similar direction. 
THEOREM 1. Let Ul be a family of m k-subsets of a set T of n elements. 
Suppose Ul satisfies P(r, s). Then there is a number n(k, r, s), depending 
only on k, r, s, such that if n >, n(k, r, s), we have 
m G i (-V+l (i)(E 1-P). 
j=l 
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Equality holds only if UZ is the family of all k-subsets of Tjixed by some r 
disjoint s-subsets of T. 
We use the symbol (f) to denote the set of all Z-subsets of a set S. The 
theorem follows from three elementary lemmas, the first of which is 
obvious. 
LEMMA 1. Let 9 be a family of sets Fl ,..., F,,L such that 1 Fi / < I and 
fly Fi = 0. Then there is some subfamily 9’ C 9 with ) 9’ / < I+ 1 
such that fi9, Fi = ia. 
In what follows, let 0! = {A, ,..., A,} be a family of k-subsets of an 
n-set T, and let sr,, be the family of all disjoint unions U of r of the sets (:(). 
LEMMA 2. Let 02 satisfy P(r, s), and suppose nF, li U = 0. Then 
m = o(nk-8). 
Proof. By Lemma 1, there is an 9 C s?,, with 1 9’ 1 < 0 + 1 
and &V U = 0. Consider all the Ai such that (“,i) is one of the disjoint 
subsets composing one of the U in 9’. There are exactly r of these for 
each U. If C is the union of all these Ai, we have / C j < kr((f) + 1). 
Each Aj in GY must have at least s + 1 elements in C, or else ($) would be 
disjoint from some U in 9, contradicting P(r, s). Thus 
m 9 (/,“‘,,(,-t- J = OF-9. 
LEMMA 3. Let GZ satisfy P(r, s), and suppose CY is notJixed by r s-subsets 
of T. Then m < (r - l)(i:j) + o(nk-“). 
Proof. We prove this by induction on r. For r = 1, we must have 
k.s U = 0, and we are done by Lemma 2. Let r > 2. By Lemma 2, 
we may assume (IF1 (I U = 0. 
Let X E f19-, I U. ) ‘X I = s. Let GP denote the subfamily of a consisting 
of all those A; not containing X. We claim @ satisfies P(r - 1, s). For 
if not, there would be r k-subsets Al’,..., A,.’ in Q? with (“,i’) and (“,I’) 
disjoint for all pairs Ai’ and Aj’. But these then determine a U E 9r,S not 
containing X, a contradiction. Since a is not fixed by r s-sets, a- cannot 
be fixed by r - 1 s-sets. Then we may use induction on QZ- to obtain 
1 @‘-I 1 < (r - 2)(2:9 + o(nk+). But I rZ I - I CY- I < (;I:). Thus 
1 OZ ( < (r - I)(;=). Thus I C!! I < (r - l)(;=) + o(nK-$), and the lemma 
is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let G&, denote the family of all k-subsets of T 
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fixed by some r disjoint s-subsets of T. Then by “inclusion-exclusion,” 
we have 
1 ol, I = f (-l)j+l (;)(E I !J = r (:I z) + o(rPs). 
j=l 
Then we see that any family a for which m is maximal must be at least 
this large, and hence by Lemma 3, for IZ sufficiently large, a must be 
fixed by r s-subsets B, , B, ,..., B, of T. 
It remains to show that the Bi must be disjoint for n sufficiently large. 
Let Dl )...) D, be the complements, respectively, of B, ,..., B, . Then what 
we want to show is that if .9 is the family of all (n - k)-subsets of T 
contained in at least one of the Dj , then 59 is maximal only when the Bi 
are disjoint; that is, when / Di n Di I = n - 2s. We have 
To maximize 169 1, we must minimize 
N = f: (-l)j 
j=z lcil<~<i,cI (k + I$ nn ::: ^, 2: I - .) 
For each coice il ,..., ii let ci,...ii = n - 1 Dil n *.. n Dij I. We have 
s < c. zI...i, < rs. Thus 
jj7 1 i (-l)“+r 
j=2 
l,i,,c 
. ..<if<" 
(” I %.-i,) 
k cil...i, 
is a polynomial in n with coefficients depending on the Q~...“~ and k, thus 
bounded by some function f(r, s, k) depending only on r, s and k. The 
largest power of IZ in N occurs whenever Cil...ii is minimal, or 
I &, n *.* n Dif 1 is maximal. 
Let this maxrmal value be n - x. Then if 1 Dil n .*a n Di, 1 = n - x, 
we have I Dil n Diz I = n - x also, by maximality. Let {Di, ,..., Di,} be 
the family of all Di containing some maximal intersection I. Then these 
contribute [(i) - 6) + *.* f ($I(;:3 = (j - l)(;:E) to N. Thus the 
largest power of n in N is nkpx, and has a positive coefficient. Therefore, 
to minimize N, for IZ sufficiently large, we must have x as large as possible, 
which is 2s. That is what we wanted to show. 
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In the original theorem of ErdGs, Ko, and Rado, a best value of n(k, r, S) 
is found, namely 2k = n(k, I, 1). The proof here gives no good estimate, 
and the general problem of finding them remains open. For the case of 
r = 2, s = I, where one might hope for 3k, the trivial example of (z), 
1 S 1 = 3k - I shows that n(k, 2, 1) > 3k, since 2(3:zt) - (“:I;) < (3kA:‘). 
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